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paper I wish, firstnto maintainthat the word "cause"
is so inextricably bound up with misleadingassociarions
as to make its
completeextrusionfrom the philosophicalvocabularydesirable;secondly,
to inquire what principle, if any, is employedin sciencein place of the
supposed"law of causality"which philosophersimagineto be employed;
thirdly, to exhibit certain confusions,especiallyin regard to teleology and
determinism,which appearto me to be connectedwith erroneousnotions
as to causality.
All philosophers,
of every school,imaginethat causationis one of the
fundamentalaxiomsor postulatesof science,yet, oddly enough,in advancedsciencessuch asgravitationalastronomy,the word "cause"never
occurs. Dr. JamesWard, in his Naturalism and Agnosticismomakesrhis
a ground of complaintagainstphysics:the business
of thosewho wish to
ascertainthe ultimate truth about the world, he apparently thinks, should
be the discoveryof causes,yet physicsnever even seeksthem. To me it
seemsthat philosophyought not to assumesuch legislativefunctions,and
that the reasonwhy physicshas ceasedto look for causesis that, in fact,
there are no such things.The law of causaliqy,I believe,like much that
passesmuster among philosophers,is a relic of a bygone age,surviving,
Iike the monarchy,only because
it is erroneouslysupposedto do no harm.
In order to find out what philosopherscommonly understandby
"cause,"I consultedBaldwin'sDictionary, and was rewardedbeyond my
expectations,
for I found the following three mutually incompatibledefinitions:, "CAusetnv. ( r ) The necessaryconnection of events in the timeseries.
"CAusE (notion of). Whatever may be included in the thought or
of another
perceptionof a processastaking placein consequence
.
Process.
* Reprinted by kind permission of the author and the publishers from Bertrand
Russell,Mysticiswtand Logic (George Allen & Unrvin, Ltd.), pp. r8o-2o5,and his Ozr
Knoutledge of the External World (W. W. Norton & Co., London, 1929,New York.
rgzc), pp. 247-256.
$t
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eNp Ernnci. ( r ) Causeand effect . . . are correlativeterms
"CAUSE
denoting any two distinguishablethings, phases,or aspectsof
realiqy,which are so relatedto eachother that wheneverthe first
ceasesto exist the secondcomesinto existenceimmediately after,
and wheneverthe secondcomesinto existencethe first hasceased
to existimmediatelybefore."
Let us considerthesethree definitionsin turn. The first, obviously,
is unintelligiblewithout a definitionof "necessary."
Under this head,Baldwin's Dictionary gsvesthe following:That is necessarywhich not only is true, but would be
"NEcESSARv.
true under all circumstances.Somethingmore than brute compulsionis, therefore,involved in the conception;there is a general law under which the thing takesplace."
The notion of causeis so intimately connectedwith that of necessiqy
that it will be no digressionto linger over the abovedefinition, with a view
to discovering,if possible,somemeaningof which it is capable;for, asit
stands,it is very far from having any definite signification.
The first point to notice is that, if any meaningis to be given to the
phrase"would be true under all circumstances,"the subiect of it must be
a propositionalfunction,,not e proposition.l A propositionis simply true or
false,and that ends the matter: there can be no questionof "circumstances.""CharlesI's headwascut off" is iust astrue in summerasin winter, on Sundaysason Mondays.Thus when it is worth sayingthat something "would be true under all circumstances,"the somethingin question
must be a propositionalfunction, i.e. an expressioncontairringa variable,
and becominga propositionwhen a value is assignedto the variable;the
varying "circumstances"
alludedto are then the differentvaluesof which
the variableis capable.Thus if "necessary"means"what is true under all
circumstances,"
then "if r is a man,r is mortal" is necessary,
becauseit is
true for any possiblevalue of .r. Thus we shouldbe led to the following
definition:"Nncnssanyis a predicateof a propositionalfunction, meaningthat it
is true for all possiblevaluesof its argumentor arguments,D
Unfortunately,however,the definitionin Baldwin'sDictionary s^ys
that rvhatis necessary
is not only "true under all circumstances"
but is also
"true." Now thesetwo areincompatible.Only propositionscan be "true,"
and only propositionalfunctions can be "true under all circumstances."
Hence the definition as it standsis nonsense.
What is meantseemsto be
this: "A propositionas necessarywhen it is a value of a propositional
function which is true under all circumstances,
i.e. for all valuesof its
argumentor arguments."But if we adopt this definition, the sameprop1.A propositionalfuncrion is an.expressioncontaining a.variable,.orunderermined
constituent,and becoming a proposition as soon as a definite value is assignedto the
variable.Examplesare: "A is A," "* is a number." The variableis called the argument
of the function'.
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osition will be necessaryor contingent according as we chooseone or
other of its terms as the argument to our propositionalfunction. For example,"if Socratesis a man, Socratesis mortal," is necessaryif Socratesis
chosenasargument,but not if.man or mortal is chosen.Again, "if Socrates
is a man, Plato is mortal," will be necessaryif either Socratesor man is
chosenas argument,but not if Plato or mortdl is chosen.However, this
difficulty can be overcome by specifying the constituent which is to be
regarded as argument, and we thus arrive at the following definition:
"A proposition is necessarywith respectto a given constituent if it
remainstrue when that constituentis alteredin any way compatiblewith
the proposition remainingsignificant."
We may now apply this definition to the definition of causalityquoted
above.It is obviousthat the argumentmust be the time at which the earlier
event occurs.Thus an instanceof causalitywill be such as: "If the event
el occurs at the time f it will be followed by the event e"." This proposition is intended to be necessarywith respect to f i.e. to remain true
however tr m y be viewed. Causality,as a universallaw, will then be the
following: "Given any event e1,there is an event e, suchthat, whenever
e1occurs, e2occurs later." But before this can be consideredprecise,we
mustspecifyhow much later eris to occur.Thus the principlebecomes:"Given any event, el; there is an event e, and a time interval r such
that, whenevere1occurs,e, follows after an interval r."
I am not concerned as yet to consider whether this law is true or
false.For the present,I am merely concernedto discoverwhat the Iaw of
causaliqyis supposedto be;I pass,therefore,to the other definitionsquoted
above.
The seconddefinition neednot detainus long, for two reasons.First,
it is psychological:not the "thought or perception"of a process,
because
but the processitself, must be what concernsus in consideringcausality.
Secondly,becauseit is circular: in speakingof a processas "taking place
in consequence
of" anotherprocess,it introducesthe very notion of cause
which was to be defined.
The third definition is by far the most precise;indeedasregardsclearnessit leavesnothing to be desired.But a great difrculty is caised by the
No
temporalcontiguity of causeand effect rvhich the definition asserts.
two instantsare contiguous,since the time-seriesis compact; henceeither
the causeor the effect or both must, if the definition is correct, endure
for a finite time; indeed,by the wording of the definitionit is plain that
both are assumedto endure for a finite time. But then we are faced with
a dilemma:if the causeis a processinvolving changewithin itself, we
shall require (if causalitvis universal) causalrelations betweenits earlier
and later parts; moreover, it would seemthat only the later parts can be
relevant to the effect, since the earlier parts are not contiguous to the
effect,and therefore(b1' ths definition) cannotinfluencethe effect.Thus
we shallbe led to dinrinishthe durationof the canseu,ithout limit. and
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howevermuch we may diminishit, there will still remainan earlierpart
which might be alteredwithout alteringthe effect,so that the true cause,
as defined,will not have been reached,for it will be observedthat the
definitionexcludesplurality of causes.If, on the other hand,the causeis
purely static,involving no changewithin itself,then, in the first place,no
suchcauseis to be found in nature,andin the secondplace,it seemsstrange
-too strangeto be accepted,in spite of bare logical possibility-that the
cause,after existingplacidly for sometime, shouldsuddenlyexplodeinto
the effect,when it might just aswell havedone so at any earliertime, or
have gone on unchangedwithout producing its effect. This dilemma,
therefore,is fatal to the view that causeand effect can be contiguousin
time; if there are causesand effects,they must be separatedby a finite
time-interval r, BSw?s assumedin the aboveinterpretation of the first definition.
What is essentiallythe samestatementof the law of causalityas the
one elicited abovefrom the first of Baldwin's definitionsis given by other
Thus John Stuart l\{ill says:philosophers.
Law
of Causation,the recognitionof which is the main pillar
"The
of inductive science,is but the familiar truth, that invariability of successionis found by observationto obtainbetweenevery fact in natureand
somebtherfact which hasprecededit."'
And Bergson,who has rightly perceived that the law as stated by
philosophersis worthless,neverthelesscontinuesto supposethat it is used
in science.Thus he savs:"Now, it is argued,this law [the law of causalityJmeansthar every
phenomenonis determinedby its conditions,or, in other words, that the
samecausesproducethe sameeffects."3
And again:and thesephenomenaobey laws.
"We perceivephysicalphenomena,
This means: (r) That phenomenaa, b, c, d, previously perceived,can
occur againin the sameshape;(z) that a certain phenomenonP, which
appearedafter the conditionsA, b, c, d, and after theseconditionsonly,
will not fail to recur as soon as the sameconditions are again present."r
attackon sciencerestson the assumption
A greatpart of Bergson's
that
it employsthis principle.In fact, it employsno such principle,but philosophers-even Bergson-are too apt to take their views on sciencefrom
eachother, not from science.As to what the principle is, there is a fair
consensus
among philosophersof different schools.There are, however,
a numberof difficultieswhich at oncearise.I omit the questionof pluraliry
haveto be consideitd.
of causes
for the present,sinceothergraverquestions
Two of these,which are forced on our attentionby the abovestatement
of the larv,arethe following:z Logic, Bk. III, Chap.V, 52.
s Time dnd Free lVill, p. r9g.
t Time and Free Will, p. zoz.
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(r) What is meant by an "event"l
(z) How long may the time-interval be between causeand effect?
(r) An "euentr" in the statement of the law, is obviously intended to
be something that is likely to recur, since otherwise the iaw becomes
trivial. It follows that an "event" is not a particular, but some universal
of which there may be many instances.It follows also that an "event" must
be something short of the whole state of the universe, since it is highly
improbable that this will recur. What is meant by an "event" is something
like striking a match, or dropping a penny into the slot of an automatic
machine. If such an event is to recur, it must not be defined too narrowly:
we must not state with what degree of force the match is to be struck, nor
what is to be the temperature of the penny. For if such considerations
were relevant. our "event" would occur at most once, and the law would
cease to give information. An "event," then, is a universal defined sufficiently widely to admit of many particular occurrences in time being
instances of it.
(z) The next question concerns the time-interval. Philosophers, no
doubt, think of causeand effect as contiguous in time, but this. for reasons
already given, is impossible. Hence, sinle there are no infinitesimal timeintervals, there must be some finite lapse of time r between cause and
effect. This, however, at once raisesinsuperabledifficulties. However short
we make the interval r, something m"y h"pp"n during this interval which
prevents the expected result. I put my penny in the slot, but before I can
draw out my ticket there is an earthquake which upsets the machine and
my calculations.In order to be sure of the expected effect, we must know
that there is nothing in the environment to interfere with it. But this means
that the supposedcauseis not, by itself, adequateto insure the effect. And
as soon as we include the environment, the probability of repetition is
diminished, until at last, when the whole environment is included, the
probability of repetition becomes almost nil.
ln spite of these difficulties, it must, of course, be admitted that many
fairly dependable regularities of sequence occur in daily life. It is these
regularities that have suggestedthe supposedlaw of causality; where they
are found to fail, it is thought that a better formulation could have been
found which would have never failed. I am far from denying that there
may be such sequenceswhich in fact never do fail. Ic may be that there
will never be an exception to the rule that when a stone of more than a
certain mass,moving with more than a certain velocity, comes in contact
with a pane of glassof lessthan a certain thickness,the glassbreaks. I also
do not deny that the observation of such regularities, even when they are
not without exceptions,is useful in the infancy of a science: the observation that unsupported bodies in air usually fall was a stage on the way to
the law of gravitation. What I deny is that science assumesthe existence
of invariable uniformities of sequenceof this kind, or that it aims at discovering them. All such uniformities, as we saw, depend upon a certain
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vaguenessin the definition of the "events." That bodies fall is a vague
qualitativestatement;sciencewishesto know how fast they fall. This dependsupon the shapeof the bodiesand the densiryof the air. It is true that
there is more nearly uniformity when they fall in a vacuum; so far as
Galileo could observe,the uniformity is then complete.But later it appeared that even there the latitude made a difference, and the altitude.
Theoretically,the positionof the sun and moon must make a difierence.
In short, every advancein a sciencetakesus farther away from the crude
uniformitieswhich are first observed,into greaterdifferentiationof antecedent and consequent,and into a continually wider circle of antecedents
recognisedasrelevant.
The principle "samecause,sameeffect," which philosophen imagine
to be vital to science,is therefore utterly otiose.As soon asthe antecedents
havebeengiven sufficiently fully to enablethe consequentto be calculated
havebecomesocomplicatedthat it is
with someexactitude,the antecedents
very unlikely they will ever recur. Hence, if this \4/erethe principle involved, sciencewould remain utterly sterile.
The importanceof theseconsiderationslies partly in the fact that they
lead'to a more correct account of scientific procedure,partly in the fact
that they removethe analogywith humanvolition which makes'theconception of causesuch a fruitful sourceof fallacies.The latter point will
becomeclearerby the help of someillustrations.For this purposeI shall
consider a few maximswhich have played a great part in the history of
philosophy.
( r ) "Causeand effect must more or lessresembleeach other." This
and is still
principle was prominent in the philosophy of occasionalism,
by no meansextinct.It is still often thought,for example,that mind could
not have grown up in a universewhich previously containednothing
mental,and one ground for this belief is that matter is too dissimilarfrom
mind to havebeenableto causeit. Or, more particularly, what are termed
the nobler parts of our nature are supposedto be inexplicable,unlessthe
universe always contained something at least equally noble which could
causethem. All such views seemto dependupon assumingsomeunduly
simplified law of causality; for, in any legitimate senseof "cause" and
"effect," scienceseemsto show that they are usually very widely dissimilar,
the "cause"being,in fact, two statesof the whole universe,and the "effect"
some Pafticular event.
(z) "Causeis analogousto volition, sincethere must be an intelligible
nexus between causeand effect." This maxim is, I think, ofteru unconsciouslyin the imaginationsof philosopherswho would reject it when
explicitly stated.It is probably operativein the view we have iust been
considering,that mind could not have resultedfrom a purely material
world. I do not professto know what is meantby "intelligible";it seemsto
mean"familiar to imagination." Nothing is less"intelligible," in any other
sense,than the connection berweenan act of will and its fulfilment. But
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obviously the sort of nexus desiredbetween causeand effect is such ascould
only hold between the "events" which the supposedlaw of causality contemplates; the laws which replace causality in such a science as physics
leave no room for any two eventsbetween which a nexus could be sought.
(3) "The causecompels the effect in some sensein which the effect
dogs not compel the cause." This belief seems largely operative in the
dislike of determinism; but, as a matter of fact, it is connected with our
second maxim, and falls as soon as that is abandoned. We may define "compulsion" as follows: "Any set of circumstancesis said to compel A when
A desires to do something which the circumstances prevent, or to abstain
from something which the circumstances cause." This presupposes that
some meaning has been found for the word "s2s5e"-x point to which I
shall retum later. What I want to make clear at present is that compulsion
is a very complex notion, involving thwarted desire. So long as a person
does what he wishes to do, there is no compulsion, however much his
wishes may be calculable by the help of earlier events. And where desire
does not come in, there can be no question of compulsion. Hence it is, in
general, misleading to regard the cause as compelling the effect.
A vaguer form of the same maxim substitutes the word "determine"
for the word "compel"l we are told that the cause determines the efrect
in a sensein which the effect does not determine the cause.It is not quite
clear what is meant by "determining"; the only precise sense,so far as I
know, is that of a funcdon or one-many relation. If we admit plurality of
causes,but not of effects, that is, if we suppose that, given the cause, the
effect must be such and such, but, given the effect, the cause may have
been one of many alternatives,then we may say that the causedetermines
the effect, but not the effect the cause.Plurality of causes,however, results
only from conceiving the effect vaguely and narrowly and the causepreciselv and widelv. Manv antecedentsmav "cause" a man's death. because
his death is vague and narrow. But if we adopt the opposite course, taking
as the "cause" the drin\ing of a dose of arsenic, and as the "effect" the
whole state of the world five minutes later, we shall have plurality of effects instead of plurality of causes.Thus the supposed lact of ryrrr-.tty
between "cause" and "effect" is illusory.
(4) "A causecannot operate when it has ceasedto exist, becausewhat
has ceasedto exist is nothing." This is a common maxim, and a still more
common unexpressedprejudice. It has,I fancy, a good deal to do with the
attractivenessof Bergson's "durde": since the past has effects now, it must
still exist in some sense- The mistake in this maxim consists in the supposition that causes"operate" at all. A volition "operates" when what it
wills takes place; but nothing can operate except a volition. The belief
that causes"operate" results from assimilating them, consciously or unconsciously; to volitions. We have already seenthat, if there are causesat
all, they must be separatedby a finite interyal of time from their effects
and thus causetheir effects after they have ceasedto exist.
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It may be obfectedto the abovedefinition of a volition "operating"
that it only operateswhen it "causes"what it wills, not when it merely
happensto be followed by what it wills. This certainly represensthe
usualview of what is meantby a volition "operating,"but as it involves
the very view of causationwhich we are engagedin combating,it is not
opento us asa definition.We may saythat a volition "dperates"when there
is some law in virtue of which a similar volition in rather similar circumstances
will usuallybe followed by what it wills. But this is a vague
conception,and introducesideaswhich we havenot yet considered.
What
is chiefly important to notice is that the usualnotion of "operating" is not
open to us if we reject, as I contendthat we should,the usualnotion of
causation.
(j) "A causecannotoperateexceptwhere it is." This maxim is very
widespread;it was urged againstNewton, and hasremaineda sourceof
prejudiceagainst"action at a distance."In philosophyit hasled to a denial
of transientaction,and thenceto monism or Leibnizianmonadism.Like
the analogousmaxim concerning temporal contiguity, it rests upon the
assumptionthat causes"operate," i.e. that they are in some obscureway
analogous-tovolitions. And, as in the caseof temporal contiguity, the
inferencesdrawn from this maxim are wholly groundless.
I return now to the question,What law oi laws can be found to take
the place of the supposedlaw of causality?
First, without passingbeyond such uniformities of sequenceas are
contemplatedby the traditional law, we may admit that, if any such sequencehasbeenobservedin a greatmany cases,
and hasneverbeenfound
tb fail, there is an inductive piobability that it will be found to hold in
future cases.If stoneshave hitherto been found to break windows, it is
the inprobablethat they will continue to do so. This, of course,assumes
ductive principle, of which the truth may reasonablybe questioned;but
as this principle is not our presentconcern, I shall in this discussiontreat
it as indubitable. We may then say, in the caseof any such frequently
observedsequence,that the earliereventis the causeand the later eventthe
effect.
Several considerations,however, make such special sequencesvery
different from the traditional relation of causeand effect. In the first place,
the sequence,in any hitherto unobservedinstance,is no more than probable,whereasthe relationof causeand eftectwassupposedto be necessary.
I do not meanby this merely that we are not sureof having discovereda
true caseof causeand effect; I meanthat, even when we have a casebf
causeand effect in our presentsense,all that is meantis that on grounds
of observation,it is probablethat when one occurs the other will also
occur. Thus in our Dresentsense.A mav be the causeof B even if there
actually are caseswhere B doesnot follovr A. Striking a match will be the
causeof its igniting, in spiteof the fact that somematchesare damp and fail
to lgnlte.
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In the secondplace,it will not be assumedthrt eaery event hassome
antecedentwhich is its causein this sense;we shall only believein causal
sequences
where we find them, without any presumptionthat they always
are to be found.
In the third place, any c^se of sufficiently frequent sequencewill be
causalin our presentsenselfor example,we shall not refuseto say that
night is the causeof day. Our repugnanceto saying this arisesfrom the
easewith which we can imagine the sequenceto fail, but owing to the
fact that causeand effect must be separatedby a finite interval of.time, nny
such sequencemight fail through the interposition of other circumstances
in the interval. Mill, discussingthis instance of night and day, says:to our using the word cause,that we should believe
"It is necessary
not only that the antecedentalways Dasbeenfollowed by the consequent,
but that as long as the present consdrution of things endures,it always
,uill be so." 5
In this sense,we shall have to give up the hope of finding causallaws
such as Mill contemplated;any causalsequencewhich we have observed
may at any moment be falsified without a falsification of any laws of the
kind that the more advancedsciencesaim at establishing.
In the fourth place,such laws of probablesequence,though useful
in daily life and in the infancy of a science,tend to be displacedby quite
different laws as soon as a scienceis successful.The law of gravitation
will illustrate what occurs in any advancedscience.In the motions of
murually gravitating bodies,there is nothing that can be called a cause,
and nothing that can be called an effect; therp is merely a formula. Certain
differential equationscan be found, which hold at every instant for every
perticle of the system,and which, given the configurationand velocities
at one instant, or the configurationsat rwo instants,render the configuration at any other earlier or later instant theoretically calculable.That is to
say, the configuration at any instant is a function of that instant and the
configurations at two given instants. This statement holds throughout
physics,and not only in the specialcaseof gravitation.But there is nothing
that could be properly called"cause"and nothing that could be properly
called"effect" in sucha system.
No doubt the reasonwhy the old "law of causality"hasso long continued to pervade the books of philosophersis simply that the idea of a
function is unfamiliarto most of them, and thereforethey seekan unduly
simplifiedstatemint. There is no questionof repetitionsof the "same"'
causeproducingthe "same"effect; it is not in any sameness
of causesand
effects that the constancy of scientific law consists.but in samenessof
relations.And even "sameness
of relations"is too simplea phrase;"samenessof differential equations"is the only correct phrase.It is impossible
to statethis accuratelyin non-mathematicallanguage;the nearestapproach
would be asfollows: "There is a constantrelation betweenthe stateof the
6 Loc. cit., $6.
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universe any instant and.the rate of changein the rate at which any paft
^t
this relationis many-one,i.e.
is changingat that instant,
of the universe
"nd
such that the rate of changein the rate of changeis determinatewhen the
stateof the universeis given." If the "law of causality"is to be something
in the practiceof science,the abovepropositionhas
actually discoverable
a better right to the namethan any "la'iv of causality" to be found in the
booksof philosophers.
must be madeIn regardto the aboveprinciple,severalobservations
(r) No one can pretendthat the aboveprinciple is a priori or selfevident or a "necessiryof thought." Nor is it, in any sense,a premiss
from a number of laws which
of science:it is an empiricalgeneralisation
are themselves
empiricalgeneralisations.
(z) The law makesno differencebetweenpastand future: the future
"determines"the pastin exactly the samesensein which the past "determines" the future. The word "determine,"here,has a purely logical significance:a certain number of variables"determine" another variableif
that other variableis a function of them.
(3) The law will not be empirically verifiableunless.thecourseof
events'within somesufficientlysmall volume will be approximatelythe
samein any two statesof the universewhich only differ in regardto what
is at a considerabledistancefrom the small volume in question.For example,motionsof planetsin the solar systemmust be approximatelythe
same however the fixed stars may be distributed, provided that all the
fixed starsare very much farther from the sun than the planetsare. If
gravitation varied directly as the distance,so that the most remote stars
madethe most differenceto the motions of the planets,the world might be
just as regular and lust as much subject to mathematicallaws as it is at
present,but we could never discoverthe fact.
(4) Although the old "law of causality"is not assumedby science,
somethingwhich we may call the "uniformity of nature" is assumed,or
rather is acceptedon inductive grounds.The uniformity of nature does
not assertthe trivial principle "samecause,sameeffect," but the principle
of the permanenceof laws.That is to say,when a law exhibiting,e.g.an
accelerationas a function of the configurationhas been found to hold
throughout the observablepast, it is expected that it will continue to
hold in the future, or that, if it doesnot itself hold, there is some other
law, agreeingwith the supposedlaw as regardsthe past,which will hold
for the future. The ground of this principle is simply the inductive ground
that it hasbeenfound to be true in very many instances;hencethe principle cannot be consideredcertain,but only probableto a degreewhich
cannot be accurately estimated.
The uniformity of nature,in the abovesense,althoughit is assumed
in the practiceof science,mustnot, in its generality,be regardedasa kind
of maior premiss,without which all scientificreasoningwould be in error.
The assumptionthat all laws of nature are permanenthas,of course,less
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that this or that particularlaw is permanent;
probabilitythanthe assumption
and the assumptionthat a particular law is permanentfor all time has less
probability than the assumptionthat it will be valid up to such and sucha
date.Science,in any given case,will assumewhat the caserequires,but no
more. In constructing the Nautical Alruanac for r9r5 it will assumethat
the law of gravitation will remaintrue up to the end of that year; but it will
inake no assumptionas to 1916until it comesto the next volume of the
almanac.This procedure is, of course, dictated by the fact that the uniformity of natureis not known a priori, but is an empiricalgeneralisation,
like "all men aremortal." In all suchcases,
it is better to argueimmediately
from the given particular instancesto the new instance,than to argue by
way of a major premiss;the conclusionis only probablein either case,but
acquiresa higherprobability by the former methodthan by the latter.
In all sciencewe have to distinguish two sorts of laws: first, those
that are empirically verifiable but probably only approximate;secondly,
thosethat are not verifiable,but may be exact.The law of gravitation,for
example,in its applicationsto the solarsystem,is only empirically verifiable
when it is assumedthat matter outsidethe solarsystemmay be ignored for
suchpurposes;
we believethis to be only approximatelytrue, but we cannot
empirically verify the law of universalgravitation which we believeto be
exact.This point is very important in connection with what we may call
"relatively isolatedsystems."Thesemay be definedasfollows:A systemrelativelyisolatedduring a givenperiodis one which, within
someassignablemargin of error, will behavein the sameway throughout
that period,howeverthe rest of the universemay be constituted.
A syslsrnmay be called"practicallyisolated"during a given periodif,
although there might be statesof the rest of the universe which would
produce more than the assignedmargin of error, there is reasonto believe
that suchstatesdo not in fact occur.
Strictly speaking,we ought to specify the respectin which the system
is relatively isolated.For example,the earth is relatively isolatedasregards
falling bodies,but not asregardstides;it is practi.callyisolatedasregards
economicphenomena,although,if Jevons'sunspottheory of commercial
criseshad been true, it would not have been even practically isolatedin
this respect.
It will be observedthat we cannotprove in advancethat a systemis
isolated.This will be inferred from the observedfact that approximate
uniformitiescan be statedfor this systemalone.If the completelaws for
the whole universewere known, theisolationof a system
b" deduced
"ooid the
from them; assuming,for example,the law of universalgravitation,
practical isolationof the solarsystemin this respectcan be deducedby the help
of the fact that thereis very little matterin its neighbourhood.
But it should
be observedthat isolatedsystemsare only important as providing a possibility of discoveringscientificlaws; they have no theoreticalimportance
in the finishedstructure of a science.
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The casewhere one eventA is saidto "cause"anothereventB, which
philosopherstake asfundamental,is really only the most simplified instance
of a practically isolatedsystem.It may happenthet, as a result of general
scientific laws, whenever A occurs throughout a certain period, it is followed by B; in that case,A and B form a systemwhich is practically isolated
throughout that period.It is, however,to be regardedas a pieceof good
fortune if this occurs; it will always be due to specialcircumstances,and
would not have been true if the rest of the universe had been different
though subjectto the samelaws.
The essential
functionwhich causalityhasbeensupposed
to perform is
the possibiliry of inferring the future from the past, or, more generally,
eventsat any time from eventsat ceftain assignedtimes. Any systemin
which such inference is possiblemay be called a "deterministic" system.
We may define a deterministicsystemas follows:A systemis saidto be "deterministic" when, given certain data,e' e,
. . . , en,at tlmes ta, t2, . . . , t* respectively,concerning this system,if
Er is the stateof the systemat
time f, there is a functional relation of
^ny
the form
Et :

f (ey tn e2, tz, . . . , en, tn, t).

(A)

The systemwill be "deterministic throughout a given period" if r, in the
above formula, may be any time within that period, though outside that
period the formula may be no longer true. If the universe,as a whole, is
such a system,determinismis true of the universe;if not, not. A system
which is part of a deterministicsystemI shallcall "determined";onewhich
is 4ot part of any suchsystemI shallcall "capricious."
The eventserl e2,. . . , €nI shall call "determinantst'ofthe system.
It is to be observedthat a systemwhich hasone set of determinantswill
in generalhavemany.In the caseof the motionsof the planets,for example,
two given times will be dethe configurationsof the solar systemat
^ny
terminants.
We may take another illustration from the hypothesis of psychophysical parallelism.Let us assume,for the purposesof this illustration,
that to a given stateof brain a given stateof mind alwayscorresponds,and
vice versa,i.e. that there is a one-onerelation betweenthem, so that each
is a function of the other. We may alsoassume,what is practically certain,
that to a given state of a certain brain a given state of the whole material
universecorresponds,sinceit is highly improbablethat a given brain is ever
twice in exactly the samestate.Hence there will be a one-onerelation between the stateof a given person'smind and the stateof the whole material
universe.It follows that. if ?tstatesof the materialuniverseare determinants
of the material universe,then n statesof a given man'smind are determinantsof the whole material and mental universe-assuming,that is to say,
that psycho-physical
parallelismis true.
The aboveillustration is important in connection with e certain con-
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fusion which seemsto have besetthose who have philosophisedon the
relation of mind and matter. It is often thought that, if the state of the
,grindis determinatewhen the stateof the brain is given, and if the material
world forms a deterministicsystem,then mind is "subject" to matter in
somesensein which matteris not "subiect"to mind. But if the stateof the
brain is also determinatewhen the state of the mind is given, it must be
exactly as true to regardmatter as subjectto mind as it would be to regard mind as subject to matter. We could, theoretically,work out the
history of mind without ever mentioning matter, and then, at the end,
deducethat matter must meanwhilehavegonethrough the corresponding
history. It is true that if the relation of brain to mind were many-one,not
of mind on brain, while
one-one,there would be a one-sideddependence
conversely,if the relation were one-many,as Bergsonsupposes,there
would be a one-sideddependence
of brain on mind. But the dependence
involved is, in any case,only logical; it doesnot mean that we shall be
compelledto do thingswe desirenot to do, which is what peopleinstinctively imagineit to mean.
As anotherillustrationwe may take the caseof mechanismand teleology. A systemmay be defined as "mechanical"when it has a set of
determinantsthat are purely material, such as the positions of certain
piecesof matter at certaintimes.It is an open questionwhetherthe world
of mind and matter, aswe know it, is a mechanicalsystemor not; let us
suppose,for the sakeof argument,that it is a mechanicalsystem.This
supposition---+o
I contend-throws no light whatever on-the question
whether the universeis or is not a "teleological" system.It is difficult to
defineaccuratelywhat is meantby a "teleoiogical';system,but the argument is not much affectedby the pardculardefinitionwe adopt.Broadly,
a teleologicalsystemis one in which purposesare realised,i.e. in which
certain desires-thosethat are deeperor nobler or more fundamentalor
more universalor what not-are follorqed by their realisation.Now the
fact-if it be a fact-that the universeis mechanicalhasno bearing whatever on the cluestionwhether it is teleological in the above sense.There
might be a mechanicalsystemin which all wisheswere realised,and there
might be one in which all wisheswere thwarted. The questionwhether,
or how far, our actualworld is teleological,cannot,therefore,be settled
andthe desirethat it shouldbe teleological
by proving that it is mechanical,
is no ground foi wishingit to be not mechanical.
There is, in all these questions,a very great difficulty in avoiding
confusion betweenwhat we can infer and what is in fact determined.Let
us consider,for a moment, the various sensesin which the future may be
"determined." There is one sense-and a very important one-in which it
is determined quite independently of scientific laws, namely, the sense
that it will be what it will be.We all regardthe pastasdeterminedsimply
by the fact that it hashappened;but for the accidentthat memory works
backward and not forward, we should regard the future as equally de-
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terminedby the fact that it will happen."But," we are told, "you cannot
alter the past,while you can to someextent alter the future." This view
seemsto me to rest upon iust thoseerrors in regard to causationwhich
it has beenmy obiect to remove.You cannot make the Pastother than
it was-true, but this is a mere application of the law of contradiction. If
you already know what the past was, obviously it -is uselessto wish it
different.But alsoyou cannotmakethe future other than it will be; this
againis an applicationof the law of contradiction.And if you happento
know the future-e.g. in the caseof a forthcoming eclipse-it is just as
to wish it different as to wish the past different. "But," it will be
useless
reioined,"our wishesc n causethe future, sometimes,to be different from
what it would be if they did not exist,and they can haveno such effect
upon the past."This, again,is a mere tautology. An effect being defined
to its cause,obviouslywe can haveno effectupon
assomethingsubsequent
the past.But that doesnot meanthat the past would not have been different if our present wishes had been difterent. Obviously, our present
wishesare conditionedby the past, and therefore could not have been
differentunlessthe pasthadbeendifferent;therefore,if our presentwishes
were diffe-rent,the pastwould be different.Of course,the pastcannot be
different from what it was, but no more can our present wishes be different from what they are; this again is merely the law of contradiction.
The facts seemto be merely ( r ) that wishing generally dependsupon
ignorance,and is therefore commonerin regard to the future than in
regard to the past; (z) that where a wish concernsthe future, it and its
realisationvery often form a "practically independentsystem,"i.e. many
wishesregardingthe future are realised.But there seemsno doubt that
the main differencein our feelingsarisesfrom the accidentalfact that the
pastbut not the future can be known by memory.
Although the senseof "determined"in which the future is determined
by the mere fact that it will be what it will be is sufficient (at leastso it
seemsto me) to refute someopponentsof determinism,notably M. Bergson and the pragmatists,
yet it is not what most peoplehavein mind when
they speakof the future as determined.What they havein mind is a formula by meansof which the future can be exhibited,and at leasttheoretically calculated,as a function of the past.But at this point we meet
with a great dfficulty, which besetswhat has been said above about
deterministicsystems,aswell aswhat is saidby others.
If formule of any degreeof complexity,howevergreat,are admitted,
it would seemthat any system,whosestateat a given moment is a function
of certain measurablequantities,must be a deterministic system. Let us
consider,in illustration,a singlematerialparticle,whose co-ordinatesat
time / xtl !c1,!t, %t.Theq however the particle moves,there must be,
theoretically,functions f'fr,fu such that
4:

fr(t),

yt : fr(t),

zt - f"(t).
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It follows that, theoretically, the whole state of the material universe
at time t must be capable of being exhibited as a function of t. Hence our
universe will be deterministic in the sense defined above. But if this be
true, no information is conveyed about the universe in stating that it is
deterministic. It is true that the formula involved mav be of strictlv infinite
complexity, and therefore not practically capabl. of being writtln down
or apprehended. But except from the point of view of our knowledge,
this might seem to be a detail: in itself, if the above considerations are
sound, the material universe must be deterministic I m'ltst be subiect to laws.
This, however, is plainly not what was intended. The difference between this view and the view intended may be seen as follows. Given some
formula which fits the facts hitherto-say the law of gravitation-there will
be an infinite number of other formule not empirically distinguishable
from it in the past, but diverging from it more and more in rhe furure.
Hence, even assuming that there are persistent laws, we shall have no
reason for assumingthat the law of the inverse square will hold in future;
it may be some other hitherto indistinguishable law that will hold. We
cannot say that eaery law which has held hitherto must hold in the future,
because past facts which obey one law will also obey others, hitherto
indistinguishable but diverging in future. Hence there must, at every moment. be laws hitherto unbroken which are now broken for the first time.
What sciencedoes,in fact, is to select the sirnplestformula that will fit the
facts. But this, quite obviously, is merely a methodological precepr, not a
law of Nature. If the simplest formula ceases,after a time, to be applicable,
the simplest formula that remains applicable is selected,and science has no
sensethat an axiom has been falsified. We are thus left with the brute fact
that, in many departments of science, quite simple laws have hirherto been
found to hold. This fact cannot be regarded as having any a priori ground,
nor can it be used to support inductively tl're opinion that the same laws
will continue; for at every moment laws hitherto true are being falsified,
though in the advanced sciencesthese laws are lesssimple than those that
have remained true. Moreover it would be fallacious to argue inductively
from the state of the advanced sciencesto the future state of the others, for
it may well be that the advanced sciencesare advanced simply because,
hitherto, their subiect-matter has obeyed simple and easily ascertainable
Iaws, while the subiect-matter of other scienceshas not done so.
The difficulty we have been considering seemsto be met partly, if not
wholly, by the principle that the time mrst not enter explicitly into our
formula. All mechanical laws exhibit acceleration as a function of configuration, not of configuration and time jointly; and this principle of the
irrelevance of the time may be extended to all scientific laws. In fact we
might interpret the "uniformity of nature" as meaning just this, that no
scientific law involves the time as an argument, unless,of course,it is given
in an integrated form, in which caselapse of time, though not absolute
time, may appear in our formula. Whether this consideration sufHces to
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overcome our difficulty completel/, I do not know; but in any caseit
doesmuch to diminishit.
It will serveto illustrate what hasbeensaidif we apply it to the question of free will.
The problem of free will * is so intimately bound up with the analysis
of causationthat, old asit is, we neednot despafuof obtainingnew light
on it by the help of new views on the notion of cause.The free-will problem has,at one time or another,stirredmen'spassions
profoundly, and the
fear that the will might not be free hasbeento somemen a sourceof great
unhappiness.I believe that, under the influence of a cool analysis,the
doubtful questionsinvolved will be found to have no such emotional importance as is sometimesthought, since the disagreeableconsequences
supposedto flow from a denial of free will do not flow from this denial
in any form in which thereis reasonto makeit. It is not, however,on this
accountchiefly that I wish to discussthis problem, but rather becauseit
affords a good example of the clarifying effect of analysisand of the
interminablecontroversieswhich may result from its neglect.
tet us,first try to discoverwhat it is we really desirewhen we desire
free will. Some of our reasonsfor desiring free will are profound, some
trivial. To begin with the former: we do not wish to feel ourselvesin the
handsof fate,so that, howevermuch we may desireto will one thing, we
may nevertheless
be compelledby an outsideforce to will another.We
do not wish to think that, however much we may desireto act well,
heredity and surroundingsmay force us into acting ill. We wish to feel
that,in casesof doubt,our choiceis momentousand lieswithin our power.
Besidesthesedesires,which are worthy of all respect,we have,however,
othersnot so respectable,
which equally makeus desirefree will. We do
not like to think that other people,if they knew enough,could predict
our actions,though we know that we can often predict those of other
people,especiallyif they are elderly. Much aswe esteemthe old gentleman who is our neighbourin the country, we know that when grouseare
mentionedhe will tell the story of the grousein the gun-room.But we
ourselvesare not so mechanical:we never tell an anecdoteto the same
persontwice, or evenonceunlesshe is sureto enjoy it; althoughwe once
met (say) Bismarck,we are quite capableof hearinghim mentionedwithout relating the occasionwhen we met him. In this sense,everybody
thinks that he himselfhasfree will, though he knows that no one eisehas.
'The desirefor this kind of free will seemsto be no better than a form of
vanity. I do not believethat this desirecan be gratifiedwith any certainty;
but the other, more respectable
desiresare,I believe,not inconsistentwith
any tenableform of determinism.
We have thus two questionsto consider: ( r ) Are human actions
* The remainder of this selection is reprinted from pp. 247-56 Our Knou.sledge
of
of the External World, by Bertrand Russell by permission of W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. Copyright ryz$ by W. W. Norton'&'Company, Inc.
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(z) Are
theoreticallypredictablefrom a sufficientnumberof antecedents?
human actionssubject to an externalcompulsion?The two questions,asI
shall try to show, are entirely distinct, and we may answerthe first in
the affirmativewithout thereforebeing forced to give an affirmativeanswer
to the second.
(r) Are hu.manactions theoretically predictablefrom a sufficient
number of antecedents?Let us first endeavouf to give precision to this
question.We may statethe questionthus: Is there someconstantrelation
betweenan act and a certain number of earlier events,such that, when
the earlier eventsare given, only one act, or at most only acts with some
well-marked character,can have this relation to the earlier events?If
this is the case,then, as soon as the earlier eventsare known, it is theoretically possibleto predict either the preciseact, or at leastthe character
necessaryto its fulfilling the constantrelation.
To this question,a negative answer hasbeen given by Bergson,ln a
form which callsin questionthe generalapplicabilityof the law of causetion. He maintainsthat every event, and more particularly every mental
event, embodiesso much of the past that it could not possibly have occurred at any earlier time, and is therefore necessarilyquite different from
all previousand subsequent
events.If, for example,I read a certainpoem
many times, my experienceon each occasionis modified by the previous
readings,and my emotionsare never repeatedexactly.The principle of
causation,according to him, assertsthat the samecause,if repeated,will
producethe sameeffect.But owing to memory,he contends,this principle
doesnot apply to mental events.What is apparentlythe samecause,if
repeatedis modified by the mere fact of repetition, and cannot produce the
sameelfect. He infers that every mental event is a genuine novelty, not
predictablefrom the past,becausethe past containsnothing exactly like
it by which we could imagineit. And on this ground he regardsthe freedom of the will asunassailable.
Bergson'scontention has undoubtedly a great deal of truth, and I
haveno wish to deny its importance.But I do not think its consequences
arequite what he believesthem to be.It is not necessary
for the determinist
to maintain that he can foreseethe whole particularity of the act which
will be performed.If he could foreseethat A was going to murder B,
his foresight would not be invalidatedby the fact that he could not know
all the infinite complexiqyof A's stateof mind in committing the murder,
nor whether the rnurder was to be performedwith a knife or with a revolver. lf the kind of act which will be performed can be foreseenwirhin
narrow limits, it is of little practical interestthat there are fine shadeswhich
cannot be foreseen.No doubt every time the story of the grousein the
gun-room is told, there will be slight differencesdue to increasinghabitualness,but they do not invalidatethe predictionthat the story will be told.
And there is nothing in Bergson'sargument to show that we can never
predict wha;tkind of act will be performed.
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Again, his statement of the law of causation is inadequate. The law
does not state mercly that, if the same causeis repeated, the same effect will
result. It states rather that there is a constant relation between causesof
certain kinds and effects of certain kinds. For example,if a body falls freely,
there is a constant relation between the height through which it falls and
the time it takes in falling. It is not necessary to have a body fall through
the same height which has been previously observed, in order to be able
to foretell the length of time occupied in falling. If this were necessary,
no prediction would be possible,since it would be impossible to make the
height exactly the same on two occasions. Similarly, the attraction which
the sun will exert on the earth is not only known at distances for which
it has been observed, but at all distances,becauseit is known to vary as
the inverse square of the distance.In fact, what is found to be repeated is
always the relation of cause and effect, not the cause itself ; all that is necessary as regards the cause is that it should be of the same kind (in the
relevant respect) as earlier causeswhose effects have been observed.
Another respect in which Bergson's statement of causation is inadequate is in its assumption that the cause must be one event, whereas it may
be two or more events, of even some continuous Process.The substantive
question ai issueis whether mental events are determined by the past. Now
in such a case as the repeated reading of a poem, it is obvious that our
feelings in reading the poem are most emphatically dependent upon the
past, but not upon one single event in the past. All our previous readings
of the poem must be includedin the cause.But we easily perceive a certain
law according to which the effect varies as the previous readings increase
in number, and in fact Bergson himself tacitly assumessuch a law. We
decide at last not to read the poem again, becausewe know that this time
the effect would be boredom. We may not know all the niceties and shades
of the boredom we should feel, but we know enough to guide our decision,
and the prophecy of boredom is none the lesstrue for being more or less
general. Thus the kind of casesupon which Bergson relies are insufficient
to show the impossibility of prediction in the only sensein which prediction has practical or emotional interest. We may therefore leave the consideration of his arguments and addressourselvesto the problem directly.
The law of causation, according to which later events can theoretically
be predicted by meansof earlier events,has often been held to be a priori,
a necessity of thought, a category without which science would be impossible.These claims seem to me excessive.In certain directions the law
has been verified empirically, and in other directions there is no positive
evidence against it. But science can use it where it has been found to be
true, without being forced into any assumption as to its truth in other
fields. We cannot, therefore, feel any a priori certainty that causation must
apply to human volitions.
The question how far human volitions are subiect to causal laws is a
purely empirical one. Empirically it seems plain that the great majority
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of our volitions have causes,but it cannot, on this account, be held necessarily certain that all have causes.There are, however, precisely the same
kinds of reasonsfor regarding it as probable that they all have causesas
there are in the caseof physical events.
We may suppose-though this is doubtful-that there are laws of correlation of the mental and the physical, in virtue of which, given the state
of all the matter in the world, and therefore of all the brains and living
organisms,the state of all the minds in the world could be inferred, while
conversely the state of all the matter in the world could be inferred if the
state of all the minds were given. It is obvious that there is some degree of
correlation between brain and mind, and it is impossible to say how complete it may be. This, however, is not the point which I wish to elicit. What
I wish to urge is that, even if we admit the most extreme claims of determinism and of correlation of mind and brain, still the consequences
inimical to what is worth preserving in free will do not follow. The belief
that they follow results, I think, entirely from the assimilationof causesto
volitions, and from the notion that causescompel their effects in some sense
analogous to that in which a human authority can compel a man to do
what he would rather not do. This assimilation, as soon as the true nature
of scientific causal laws is realised,is seen to be a sheer mistake. But this
brings us to the second of the two questionswhich we raised in regard to
free will, namely, whether, assuming determinism, our actions can be in
any proper senseregarded as compelled by outside forces.
(z) Are human actions subject to an erternal compulsion? Wehave,
in deliberation, a subjective senseof freedom, which is sometimes alleged
againstthe view that volitions have causes.This senseof freedom, however,
is only a sensethat we can choose which we pleaseof a number of alternatives: it does not show us that there is no causal connection between
what we please to choose and our previous history. The supposed inconsistency of these two springs from the habit of conceiving causes as analogous to volitions-a habit which often survives unconsciously in those
who intend to conceive causes in a more scientific manner. If a cause is
analogousto a volition, outside causeswill be analogousto an alien will, and
acts predictable from outside causeswill be subject to compulsion. But this
view of causeis one to which sciencelends no countenance.Causes.we have
seen,do not compel their effecs, any more than effects compel their causes.
There is a mutual relation, so that either can be inferred from the other.
When the geologist infers the past state of the eanh from its present state,
we should not say that the present state compels the past state to have been
what it was; yet it renders it necessaryas a consequenceof the data, in the
only sensein which effects are rendered nec€ssaryby their causes.The
difference which we f eel, in this respect, between causesand effects is a
mere confusion due to the fact that we remember past events but do not
happen to have memory of the future.
The apparent indeterminateness of the future, upon which some
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advocatesof free will rely, is merely a result of our ignorance.It is plain
that no desirablekind of free will can be dependentsimply upon our
ignorance;for if that were the case,animalswould be more free than
than civilisedpeople.Freewill in any valuablesensemust
men,andsavages
be compatiblewith the fullest knowledge.Now, quite apart from any
assumptionas to causality,it is obvious that complete knowledge woulC
embracethe future as well as the past. Our knowledge of the past is not
wholly basedupon causalinferences,but is partly derived from memory.
It is a mere accidentthat we have no memory of the future. We mightasin the pretendedvisionsof seers-seefuture eventsimmediately,in the
way in which we seepast events.They certainly will be what they will
be, and are in this sensejust as determinedas the past.If we saw future
eventsin the sameimmediateway in which we seepast events,what kind
of free will would still be possible?Such a kind would be wholly independentof determinism:it could not be contrary to eventhe most entirely
universal reign of causality. And such a kind must contain whatever is
worth having in free will, since it is impossibleto believe that mere ignorancecan be the essential
conditonof any good thing. Let us therefore
imaginea setof beingswho know the whole future with absolutecertainty,
and let us ask ourselveswhether they could have anything that we should
call free will.
Suchbeingsaswe are imagining would not haveto wait for the event
in order to know what decisionthey were going to adopt on somefuture
occasion.They would know now what their volitions were going to be.
But would they have any reasonto regxetthis knowledge?Surely not,
regrettable.And it is less
unlessthe foreseenvolitions were in themselves
likely that the foreseenvolitions would be regrettableif the stepswhich
would lead to them were also foreseen.It is difficult not to supposethat
what is foreseenis fated,andmusthappenhowevermuch it r?raybe dreaded.
But human actionsare the outcomeof desire,and no foreseeingcan be
true unlessit takesaccountof desire.A foreseenvolition will haveto be
one which doesnot becomeodiousthrough being foreseen.The beings
we are imaginingwould easilycome to know the causalconnectionsof
volitions,andthereforetheir volitionswould be better calculatedto satisfy
their desiresthan ours are. Since volitions are the outcome of desires,a
prevision of volitions contrary to desirescould not be a true one. It must
be rememberedthat the supposedprevision would not create the frgure
any more than memory createsthe past.We do not think we were necessarily not free in the past,merely becausewe can now rememberour past
volitions.Similarly,we might be free in the future, evenif we could now
seewhat our future volitionswere going to be. Freedom,in short,in any
valuablesense,demandsonly that our volitionsshallbe, asthey are,the renot of an outsideforce compellingus to will what
sult of our own desires,
we would rather not will. Everything elseis confusion of thought, due to
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